**List of papers for presentation by students in the class**

Here is a list of papers that you can consider presenting in the class. We will have three presentations during a class period of 75 minutes. Each presentation will last for 20 minutes, followed by a 5 minute Q-A session. Note that this is the time allotted to a speaker in a typical conference. Some papers tagged with [2] are meant for presentation by a team of two students, so those presentations will continue for 50 minutes.

1. Symphony [paper number 32] (2 students)
2. Freenet [paper number 4]
3. Darknet [paper number 33]
4. Content based publish-subscribe [paper number 13]
5. Content addressable network [paper number 7] (2 students)
6. Eclipse attack [paper number 27]
7. Sybil attack [paper number 28]
8. Skype [papers 24, 24(a)] (2 students)
9. Scribe [paper number 37]
10. Bamboo [paper number 40]
11. Beehive [paper number 30]
12. Koorde [paper number 22]
13. Cloud vs. P2P [paper number 48]
14. Dealing with Churn [paper number 36] (2 students)
15. Bubblerap [paper number 42]
16. Strength of weak ties [paper number 46]
17. Social Interactions in Mobile Systems [paper number 43]
18. Inferring who-is-who in the Twitter social network [paper number 44]
19. A network creation game [paper number 34] (2 students)
20. Facebook Cassandra File System [paper number 47] (2 students)